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Longevity has the expertise and proven methodologies required to provide software engineering
support services for all phases of the development life cycle. Our consultants have years of
experience designing and developing complex systems for numerous government and commercial
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customers. We offer visionary guidance in innovative technologies and approaches such as cloud
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based computing, mobile, agile, and other areas. Through the development of new business services
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and innovative approaches, our clients are able to enhance customer relationships, improve service
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delivery, and better manage their business data.
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Our Capabilities Include:
Cloud Based Solutions
Cloud computing allows companies to realize the benefits of sharing
IT resources throughout their organizations and maximizing their

OUR PROCESS
Longevity’s process insight
and understanding of the
challenges associated
with supporting all

effectiveness. These resources can be dynamically reallocated based
on demand, both locally and globally, and help reduce the cost of
dedicated hardware, licensing and rack space. Longevity’s team of
experts is poised to help you leverage cloud computing in your
organization, through our Cloud Migration Strategy and Cloud-based
Application Development services, allowing you to cut costs and

aspects of business

focus on your core business.

strategy is the result of

Business Analytics

many years of experience.

Based on data and statistical methods, Business Analytics (BA) is a

Longevity’s consultants
are vendor agnostic and
will work within your

combination of skills, technologies and processes that can be
implemented on a large or small scale to help you gain insight into
your organization. Longevity’s Business Analytics (BA) consultants
conduct in-depth research into your company’s past performance,

organization’s existing

bringing new awareness and understanding of your business’

technology stack, making

strengths and weaknesses. The data analytics and business

recommendations for

reporting solutions we provide, including Enterprise Data Analysis,

COTS or Open Source

Enterprise Intelligence and Dashboard Reporting, will help you make

analytics tools as needed.
It is our goal to use our
real-world experience and
vast knowledge of

key decisions and drive future business planning.
Portal Development

O U R MI S SI O N
Team Longevity is dedicated
to providing the best possible

A web portal brings information together from diverse sources in a

solution for an organization.

uniform way, allowing the client to determine the site’s intended

Drawing from a vast pool of

purpose and needs of their end-users. Longevity’s team of experts

technology and business

have real-world experience creating and implementing portals,

to provide you with the

employing strategies and procedures that will create a site that

best possible solution for

provides a consistent look and feel with access control and

your needs.

procedures that will enable you to meet your business requirements
and achieve mission goals.
Mobile Applications
Mobile Application Development is becoming more and more
important in today’s marketplace. Creating applications that allow

knowledge and expertise, we
are committed to ensuring
that our customers are
satisfied from day one. The
bottom-line result is
improved productivity,

users to take advantage of their device’s unique features can help a

increased collaboration and

business connect with their customers in a much deeper, real-time

greater efficiency in mission

manner. Longevity’s consultants are able to leverage their expertise
to ensure that your organization is producing mobile products that
speak to your target market, enhancing their interaction and
engagement with your company and its products and services.

critical operations.

A True Industry Partner

Creating Efficiencies Across Organizations
OUR ROLE
Longevity’s role is that of a
true industry partner,
supporting the process
from beginning to end.

Longevity Consulting, LLC (Longevity) is an SBA 8(a) certified, Service-Disabled Veteran-

We have an outstanding

Owned, Small Disadvantaged Business with over 12 years of experience providing

record of past
performance helping our

information technology, solutions-based consulting services. Longevity offers expertise in
facilitating enterprise-wide IT strategic planning, enabling clients to align their strategic

clients achieve greater

vision, business processes and information needs with their applications and technology

customer and employee

infrastructure. Longevity’s role is that of a true industry partner, in which we support the

satisfaction, eliminate
waste, improve efficiency
and reduce operational

process from beginning to end, delivering quality services and continuously working to
exceed the client’s expectations. We have an outstanding record of past performance
helping our clients achieve greater customer and employee satisfaction, eliminate waste
and reduce expenses throughout their organizations.

costs throughout their
organizations.

Past Performance
National Science Foundation
Portal Development
Research.gov is a complex effort focusing on implementing core enterprise services that will
enable NSF to realize its target grants management architecture. Longevity was responsible for
authoring, editing, and executing upon the complete set of artifacts that support each phase of
the full software development life cycle (e.g., analysis, design, development, test, 508 compliance,
etc.) for a host of Research.gov services.
All projects Longevity supported conformed to a rigorous set of standards defined by NSF’s
Continuous Improvement Process (CIP), which defines the standard contractual project
documentation and processes required for all software development activities. Longevity used a
detailed Program Management Plan to define staff roles and responsibilities as well as
procedures for identifying risks and risk mitigation strategies. Additionally, post project reviews
and lessons learned sessions were performed and documented to ensure historical problems
were not repeated. Longevity also played a critical role in identifying agency stakeholders,
defining target messages and briefing said stakeholders on the implications of the new enterprise
identity and access management services. Our consultants’ professionalism, attention to detail
and knowledge of the underlying business processes were invaluable in helping all stakeholders
experience a positive and seamless transition to the new identity management system.
Department of Education
Cloud-Hosted Peer Review Panel Assignment System
Longevity has developed a Cloud-hosted, Panel Assignment System that automates application
and reviewer panel assignments based on the unique competition rules of each grant
competition. This competition website solution supports links to the Department of ED’s peer
reviewer orientation webinar, downloadable versions of Technical Review Forms, and links to
other application and peer review support materials. This dynamic solution enables users to
publish any required competition website changes within 24 hours of receiving feedback from
competition staff.

